Subject: Open Bushings

SCOPE
Multiplex Beer & Soda equipment Models 450, 300, 50, & 44.

SYMPTOM:
The left end of the units are normally manufactured with one open bushing and one closed blank. Some installers have been cutting out one of the closed blanks during installation make routing the tubing into the unit easier.

ACTIONS:
Manitowoc is making a change to the Multiplex Beermaster & Soda Factory refrigeration units Models 450, 300, 50, and 44. In the future, there will be two open bushings (see diagram below). Having both of the end openings as open bushings will ease installations by porting the conduit through one and the syrup supply tubes through the other open bushing. The rear closed blank as well as the front ported blank will remain as they are today.

FURTHER ACTIONS
Contact Manitowoc Beverage Systems Service Sellersburg Indiana if you have any questions or concerns: 800-367-4233.